Abstract. We introduce a convenient framework for constructing and analyzing orthogonal Thom spectra arising from virtual vector bundles. This framework enables us to set up a theory of orientations and graded Thom isomorphisms with good multiplicative properties. The theory is applied to the analysis of logarithmic structures on commutative ring spectra.
Introduction
Classically, the starting point for the construction of a Thom spectrum is a sequence of spaces X 0 → X 1 → X 2 → . . . , together with a compatible family of maps f n : X n → BO(n). The Thom space T (f n ) of the resulting vector bundle on X n then constitutes the nth space in the corresponding Thom spectrum. From a slightly different point of view, one may start with a space X and a map X → BO to the classifying space for stable vector bundles, then choose a suitable filtration of this map, and proceed with this data as above. This point of view has been developed in detail by Lewis [7, Section IX] . It is also of interest to consider Thom spectra derived from virtual vector bundles in the sense of maps f : X → BO × Z with target the classifying space for KO-theory. The naive approach to this is to apply the above procedure over each of the components BO × {n} and then pass to the n-fold suspension of the resulting Thom spectrum. However, this construction does not reflect the E ∞ structure of BO × Z and some care is needed in order to define a graded Thom spectrum functor with good multiplicative properties.
One of the main objectives of the present paper is to introduce a convenient framework for the construction and analysis of graded Thom spectra. Let O be the topological category with objects the standard inner product spaces R n for n ≥ 0, and morphisms the linear isometric isomorphisms. This is a permutative topological category under direct sum. We define a topological category W by applying Quillen's localization construction [3] to O, that is, W = O −1 O. This definition makes W a permutative topological category whose classifying space is a model of BO × Z. It follows that the objects in W have a canonical Z-grading and we write W {n} for the nth component of W.
Writing Top for the category of compactly generated weak Hausdorff spaces, we define a W-space to be a continuous functor from W to Top. We shall be working with the functor category of W-spaces which we denote by Top W . The permutative structure of W induces a symmetric monoidal convolution product on Top W , and we use the term commutative W-space monoid for a commutative monoid in Top W . Such commutative monoids arise naturally, and in particular we show that the definition of the classical Stiefel manifolds can be upgraded to give a commutative W-space monoid that we denote by V . There also is an oriented Stiefel W-spaceṼ , which gives rise to a commutative W-space monoidṼ ev when restricted to even degrees.
We shall prove that the Stiefel W-space V defines a graded frame bundle over a suitable graded version of the Grassmannians which we denote by Gr . In order to Date: October 17, 2014. explain this properly we need the permutative topological category V with objects R n for n ≥ 0, and morphisms the (not necessarily surjective) linear isometries. The graded Grassmannian Gr is then realised as a commutative monoid in the corresponding symmetric monoidal category of V-spaces Top V , and there is a chain of Quillen equivalences of topological model categories Here we implicitly follow Lewis [7, Section IX] by precomposing with a Hurewicz fibrant replacement functor to ensure that the composite functor takes weak homotopy equivalences over Gr hV to stable equivalences over MOP . The next theorem (proved in Section 6.3) shows that this construction of the graded Thom spectrum functor has good multiplicative properties. Here we require D to be augmented over the Barratt-Eccles operad in order to ensure that Gr hV inherits the structure of a D-algebra. In the case where D is an E ∞ operad, we see that the graded Thom spectrum functor takes E ∞ spaces over Gr hV to E ∞ orthogonal ring spectra over MOP .
1.2.
Orientations and the graded Thom isomorphism. The theory of orientations also has an attractive formulation in the setting of W-spaces. For a commutative orthogonal ring spectrum R there is an associated commutative Wspace monoid GL introduced by the authors, it is possible to give a unified treatment that includes both Thom spectra for spaces over BGL 1 (R) and the present approach to graded Thom spectra. We plan to return to this in a separate paper.
In the present paper we find it convenient to work with a very general notion of orientations relative to a grouplike commutative W-space monoid W . This then leads to the following formulation of the corresponding graded Thom isomorphism: We consider a commutative orthogonal ring spectrum R which is an algebra over the degree 0 part S W [W {0} ]. In this situation there is an associated commutative periodic ring spectrum RP ≃ n∈dZ Σ n R, where d is a generator for the image of π 0 (W hW ) in π 0 (BW) ∼ = Z. The following theorem is then obtained by combining Theorems 7.5 and 7.9. Theorem 1.3. For a W-space space X equipped with a W -orientation, there is a stable equivalence of R-module spectra R ∧ S W [X] ≃ RP △ X hW . This is a stable equivalence of E ∞ R-algebras provided that X is a commutative W-space monoid equipped with a multiplicative orientation.
Here RP △ X hW denotes an R-module (respectively an E ∞ R-algebra) whose underlying orthogonal spectrum is stably equivalent to n∈dZ Σ n R ∧ (X hW {n} + ). More generally, we establish a multiplicative version of the graded Thom isomorphism for any operad augmented over the Barratt-Eccles operad (see Section 7.6).
Corollary 1.4. For a commutative W-space monoid X equipped with a multiplicative W -orientation, there is an isomorphism of graded rings
As a special case of this, a multiplicative orientation of a commutative W-space monoid X with respect to the evenly graded Stiefel W-spaceṼ ev gives rise to an evenly graded Thom isomorphism
Having developed the orientation theory for W-spaces, we extend this to spaces over Gr hV via the Quillen equivalences in (1.1). Combining Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 we then get multiplicative Thom isomorphisms for graded Thom spectra (see Section 7.13 for details).
1.5. Applications to logarithmic structures on commutative ring spectra. The theory of W-spaces and graded Thom spectra developed in this paper is motivated in part by the applications to the analysis of logarithmic structures on commutative ring spectra and the corresponding logarithmic topological Hochschild homology introduced by the authors in joint work with John Rognes [15, 16] . We discuss these applications in Section 8 which also contains an introduction to this circle of ideas.
Categories of linear isometries
We first review some general material on topological categories before turning to the relevant categories of linear isometries.
2.1. Topological categories. Let Top denote the category of compactly generated weak Hausdorff topological spaces. For us a topological category will mean a (not necessarily small) category enriched in Top. This means that the morphism sets are topologized so as to be objects in Top and that composition is continuous. For a small topological category K, a K-space is by definition a continuous functor X : K → Top, and we write Top K for the topological category of K-spaces.
In the following we briefly review some basic constructions on K-spaces, referring the reader to [5] for more details. Given a K-space X and a K op -space Y , the bar construction B(Y, K, X) is defined as the realization of the simplicial space with p-simplices
where the coproduct is over all (p + 1)-tuples of objects in K. The simplicial structure maps are of the usual bar construction type as detailed in [5, Section 3] .
Let F : K → L be a continuous functor between small topological categories. Given a K-space X, the homotopy left Kan extension along F is by definition the
As a special case of this construction, the bar resolution X of a K-space X is the homotopy left Kan extension along the identity functor on K,
There is canonical "evaluation" map of K-spaces ǫ : X → X which is a level-wise equivalence, cf. [5, Proposition 3.1]. Another special case is the homotopy colimit of a K-space X defined by
where * denotes the terminal K-space. In particular, the homotopy colimit of * is the classifying space BK = B( * , K, * ). It follows from the definitions that there is a natural homeomorphism colim K X ∼ = hocolim K X. For convenience we often write X hK instead of hocolim K X.
2.2.
The ⊠-product on Top K . We say that a topological category K is permutative if it has a continuous symmetric strict monoidal product ⊕ with strict unit 0. A permutative structure on K induces a symmetric monoidal convolution product on Top K : Given K-spaces X and Y , we define X ⊠ Y to be the left Kan extension of the product diagram
also known as the coend of the evident (K×K) op ×(K×K)-diagram. By the universal property of the left Kan extension, a map of K-spaces X ⊠ Y → Z amounts to a natural transformation of K × K-diagrams Lemma 2.4. Given a pair of spaces K and L, and a pair of objects h and k in K, there is a natural isomorphism
2.5. Categories of linear isometries. Let V be the topological category with objects the standard inner product spaces R n for n ≥ 0 and morphisms the (not necessarily surjective) isometries. The canonical identification of R m ⊕ R n with R m+n makes V a permutative topological category with symmetry isomorphisms
It is convenient to identify the objects of V with the natural numbers n ≥ 0. Thus, we shall write V(m, n) instead of V(R m , R n ) and m ⊕ n instead of R m ⊕ R n . With this notation, the orthogonal group O(n) is the group of endomorphisms V(n, n) of n. We write O for the subcategory of isometric isomorphisms in V.
O be Quillen's localization construction [3] applied to O. In detail, we specify that the objects of W be pairs of natural numbers (n 1 , n 2 ). The morphism space W((m 1 , m 2 ), (n 1 , n 2 )) is non-empty if and only if there exists a natural number m such that m 1 + m = n 1 and m 2 + m = n 2 . In this case
where the orthogonal group O(m) acts diagonally from the right via the inclusions O(m) → O(m i ⊕ m) for i = 1, 2, extending an isometry of R m by the identity on R mi . The elements in this morphism space are written in the form [m, σ 1 , σ 2 ] for σ 1 in O(n 1 ) and σ 2 in O(n 2 ). With this notation composition is given by
The next lemma gives a geometric interpretation of the morphisms spaces in W.
Here we write R n ⊖ V for the orthogonal complement of a linear subspace V in R n .
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that m 1 + m = n 1 and m 2 + m = n 2 . Then the map
is a fiber bundle whose fiber over an element (α 1 , α 2 ) can be identified with the space of isometric isomorphisms between R n1 ⊖ α 1 (R m1 ) and R n2 ⊖ α 2 (R m2 ).
The permutative structure of W is defined on objects by
For a pair of morphisms
The object (0, 0) is a strict unit for this product and we have the coordinate-wise symmetry isomorphism on W defined by
We define the degree of an object (n 1 , n 2 ) to be the integer n 2 − n 1 and write W {d} for the full subcategory of W with objects of degree d. Thus, W decomposes as a coproduct of the categories W {d} for d ∈ Z and the permutative structure restricts to functors ⊕ : W {d} × W {e} → W {d+e} .
2.8. The Grothendieck construction. It will be convenient to have a description of the 0-component W {0} in terms of a certain Grothendieck construction (in the sense of Thomason [24] ). Let us write TopCat for the (topological) category of small topological categories. Consider the functor O : V → TopCat that takes R n to O(n), thought of as a topological category with a single object, and that takes an isometry α : R m → R n to the functor (that is, group homomorphism) O α : O(m) → O(n) defined as follows: an element a ∈ O(m) is mapped to the element O α (a) ∈ O(n) determined by the commutativity of the diagram
again denotes the orthogonal complement of α(R m ) and inc is the inclusion. The functor O gives rise to the topological category V O, the Grothendieck construction, with objects the natural numbers n ≥ 0 and morphisms (a, α) : m → n given by a linear isometry α : R m → R n in V and an element a ∈ O(n). Composition of morphisms is defined by
The direct sum on objects and morphisms inherited from V makes V O a permutative category with symmetry isomorphism (id R n+m , χ m,n ) : m ⊕ n → n ⊕ m induced by the symmetry isomorphism χ m,n from V. Lemma 2.9. The categories V O and W {0} are isomorphic as permutative topological categories.
Proof. We appeal to the universal property of V O (see [24, Proposition 1.3 .1]) for the construction of a functor V O → W {0} . Identifying W((n, n), (n, n)) with O(n) × O(n) we assign to each n ≥ 0 the object (n, n) in W {0} with O(n)-action in the second variable. The action on morphisms is given by the diagonal inclusion
It is easy to check that these data satisfy the requirements for defining a functor and that the induced maps of morphism spaces are homeomorphisms. The inverse functor takes a morphism [l,
Introducing the Grothendieck construction V O in this context allows us to invoke Thomason's homotopy colimit theorem as in the next lemma. Let N be the ordered set of natural numbers and define a functor N → V by mapping n to R n and n → n + 1 to the inclusion
Proposition 2.10. For a V O-space X there are natural weak homotopy equivalences hocolim
where X(n) hO(n) denotes the homotopy orbits of the left O(n)-space X(n).
Proof. The first map is induced by the functor N → V and is a weak homotopy equivalence by [8, Lemma 7.3] . The second map is defined in analogy with the map considered by Thomason 
It follows that BW is a model of BO × Z, the classifying space for KO-theory, which was first observed by Thomason based on the analysis in [3] .
The homotopy theory of W-spaces
In this section we set up the basic homotopy theory of W-spaces. This is analogous to the homotopy theory of J -spaces considered in [18] . The corresponding homotopy theory of V-spaces has been worked out by Lind [8] . Much of this material is quite standard and we only cover the minimum needed for the rest of the paper.
3.1. The W-model structure. We first consider the level model structure on Top W and say that a map of W-spaces X → Y is a level equivalence (respectively a level fibration) if X(n 1 , n 2 ) → Y (n 1 , n 2 ) is a weak homotopy equivalence (respectively a fibration) for all objects (n 1 , n 2 ) in W. We say that X → Y is a cofibration if it has the left lifting property with respect to maps of W-spaces that are both level equivalences and level fibrations. Consider for each object (
where the evaluation functor Ev (d1,d2) takes a W-space X to X(d 1 , d 2 ) and the action of the left adjoint Proposition 3.2. The level equivalences, level fibrations, and cofibrations specify a cofibrantly generated model structure on Top W with generating cofibrations F I and generating acyclic cofibrations F J.
We shall be more interested in a certain localization of the level model structure and say that a map of W-spaces X → Y is a
• W-equivalence if the induced map of homotopy colimits X hW → Y hW is a weak homotopy equivalence, • W-fibration if it is a level fibration and the diagram
is homotopy cartesian for any morphism (m 1 , m 2 ) → (n 1 , n 2 ) in W, • W-cofibration if it is a cofibration in the level model structure. Proposition 3.3. The W-equivalences, W-fibrations, and W-cofibrations specify a cofibrantly generated proper model structure on Top W .
We shall refer to this as the W-model structure on Top W . The W-cofibrations will usually be referred to simply as cofibrations. The proof of the proposition will be based on the following lemma. It is a variant of [14, Proposition 4.4 ] that applies to continuous functors W → Top as opposed to functors defined only on discrete indexing categories.
Lemma 3.4. Let X → Y be a map in Top W such that the left hand square in 
is homotopy cartesian for every m ≥ 0. The following lemma justifies thinking of the homotopy colimit functor as a derived version of the colimit functor.
Lemma 3.5. For a cofibrant W-space X, the canonical map X hW → colim W X is a weak equivalence.
Proof. With the notation from [5, §2] , the map in question takes the form
An adjunction argument as in the proof of [4, Theorem 18.4.1] shows that * ⊗ W (−) sends level equivalences between cofibrant objects to weak equivalences. The claim now follows by [5, 3.1 Proposition (5)], using Lemma 3.7 below.
The next lemma provides an important source for cofibrant W-spaces. Lemma 3.6. Let K be a small topological category and let F : K → W be a continuous functor. Assume that the morphism spaces in K are cofibrant and that the inclusions of the identity morphisms are cofibrations. Let X be a K-space such that X(k) is cofibrant for all objects k in K. Then the homotopy left Kan extension F h * (X) is a cofibrant W-space.
Proof. Consider in general a simplicial W-space Z • and observe that the geometric realization Z = |Z • | admits a filtration by W-spaces Z (n) for n ≥ 0, such that
and there are pushout diagrams
where SZ n−1 ⊆ Z n is the union of the degenerate sub W-spaces s i (Z n−1 ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus, we see that the W-space Z is cofibrant provided that Z 0 is cofibrant and the maps SZ n−1 → Z n are cofibrations. In the case at hand, F h * (X) is the geometric realization of a simplicial W-space with p-simplices k0,...,kp
the coproduct being over all (p + 1)-tuples k 0 ,. . . , k p of objects in K. Since the functors F W F (k0) are left Quillen functors, the assumptions in the lemma ensure that this is a cofibrant W-space for all p and in particular for p = 0. Furthermore, the inclusions of the degenerate sub W-spaces are obtained by applying the functors F W F (k0) to the evident cofibrations in Top, hence are cofibrations of W-spaces.
This lemma applies in particular to the identity functor on W:
Lemma 3.7. Let X be a W-space and suppose that X(n 1 , n 2 ) is cofibrant as an object in Top for all (n 1 , n 2 ). Then the bar resolution X is a cofibrant W-space.
3.8.
The ⊠-product on Top W . Specializing the general theory in Section 2.2 to the permutative structure of W, we get a symmetric monoidal product ⊠ on Top W with U W as monoidal unit.
Proposition 3.9. If X is a cofibrant W-space, then the functor X ⊠ (−) preserves W-equivalences.
Proof. Most parts of this argument are analogous to the corresponding statements for discrete indexing categories in [18, Proposition 8.5] . In particular, a cell reduction argument reduces the claim to the case where
, the product of L with the homotopy left Kan extension of Y along F . Since there also is a natural weak equivalence We shall view the homotopy colimit functor (−) hW : Top W → Top as a lax monoidal functor with monoidal product defined by the natural map
Arguing as in the case of I-spaces [19, Lemma 2.25] we get the next result.
Lemma 3.11. The natural map X hW × Y hW → X ⊠ Y hW is a weak homotopy equivalence provided that either X or Y is cofibrant.
We say that a map of W-spaces X → Y is a positive W-fibration if the map X(n 1 , n 2 ) → Y (n 1 , n 2 ) is a fibration for every object (n 1 , n 2 ) with n 1 ≥ 1, and if the square (3.1) is homotopy cartesian for every morphism (m 1 , m 2 ) → (n 1 , n 2 ) with m 1 ≥ 1. Using Proposition 3.3, one can show that the positive W-fibrations and the W-equivalences participate in a cofibrantly generated proper model structure which we shall refer to as the positive W-model structure. The cofibrations in this model structure are called positive cofibrations.
Since every positive cofibration is a cofibration in the (absolute) W-model structure of Proposition 3.3, the statements of Proposition 3.9 and Corollary 3.10 also hold for the positive W-model structure. The relevance of the positive W-model structure comes from the following result. Proof. Using the homotopy invariance of the ⊠-product from Proposition 3.9, the construction of this model structure is completely analogous to its discrete counterpart in [18, Lemma 9.5]. The only difference is that we here use the isomorphism (3.2) considered in the proof of Proposition 3.9 to see that the
W-spaces and graded orthogonal spectra
In this section we set up the adjunction relating W-spaces to orthogonal spectra. This is the orthogonal analogue of the adjunction in [18] relating J -spaces to symmetric spectra. We write S n for the one-point compactification of R n throughout.
4.1. Orthogonal spectra. Following [10] , an orthogonal spectrum E is a sequence of based spaces E n for n ≥ 0, together with a based left O(n)-action on E n and a family of based structure maps
that are compatible with the structure maps. We use the notation Sp O for the (topological) category of orthogonal spectra and equip this with the stable model structure established in [10] . The sphere spectrum S is the orthogonal spectrum with nth space S n and the obvious structure maps. It is proved in [10] that there is a smash product ∧ of orthogonal spectra making Sp O a closed symmetric monoidal category with S as its monoidal unit.
The category Sp O is related to the category of based spaces Top * by a pair of adjoint functors
functor Ev d takes an orthogonal spectrum to its dth space whereas the action of the left adjoint F d on a based space K can be described explicitly by
(As usual the notation (−) + indicates the addition of a disjoint base point.) Here we think of R n−d as the orthogonal complement of R d included as the first d coordinates in R n . The structure maps are defined by
, and t ∈ S 1 . For d = 0 this construction gives the orthogonal suspension spectrum F 0 (K) with nth space K ∧ S n . It follows from [10, Lemma 1.8] that the canonical family of maps
induces an isomorphism of orthogonal spectra
4.2.
The adjunction to W-spaces. In order to set up the adjunction relating W-spaces to orthogonal spectra we first define a functor W op → Sp O . On objects this is defined by mapping (n 1 , n 2 ) to F n1 (S n2 ). Specifying the effect on morphism spaces
amounts by adjointness to specifying a family of based maps
Given a natural number m such that m 1 + m = n 1 and m 2 + m = n 2 , there is an
2 (w)). We define the map (4.2) to be the induced map of O(m)-orbit spaces. The following lemma is the orthogonal analogue of the corresponding result for symmetric spectra proved in [18, Section 4.21] .
Lemma 4.3. The structure maps defined above make
a strong symmetric monoidal functor.
Proof. Using the explicit description of the orthogonal spectra F n1 (S n2 ), one checks that this construction indeed defines a continuous functor on W op . The symmetric monoidal structure is given by the canonical isomorphism S → F 0 (S 0 ) and the natural isomorphisms
defined as in (4.1).
Now we apply a general principle for defining left adjoint functors out of diagram categories. For a W-space X, let S W [X] be the orthogonal spectrum defined as the coend
By adjointness, the latter space can be identified with Ω n2 (E n1 ) The functoriality of the construction assigns to a morphism [m,
In the next proposition we consider the absolute and positive stable model structures on Sp O introduced in [10] . In more detail, the monoidal structure map
is obtained by passage to coends from the natural maps
whereas the monoidal structure of Ω W is given by the natural maps
where the first arrow takes a pair of maps to their smash product.
4.5. Graded orthogonal spectra. By a (Z-)graded orthogonal spectrum E = {E {d} : d ∈ Z} we understand a family of orthogonal spectra E {d} indexed by d ∈ Z. We write Grad Z Sp O for the category of graded orthogonal spectra in which a morphism f : D → E is a family of maps of orthogonal spectra f {d} :
O a symmetric monoidal category with monoidal unit the graded orthogonal spectrum which is the sphere spectrum S in degree 0 and the terminal spectrum * in all other degrees. There are adjoint functors t : 
t t t t t t t t t Sp
O .
where X {d} denotes the W-space which agrees with X on the dth component W {d} and is the empty set otherwise. Proposition 4.6. For a W-space X and d ∈ Z, we have
Here the notation indicates the coequalizer of the left
(This is the same as the orbit space of the diagonal left action). For 0 < −d < n we again think of R d+n as the orthogonal complement of
Proof. We first observe that the right hand side of (4.3) actually defines an orthogonal spectrum. The orthogonal group O(n) acts via the left action on X(n, d + n) in the first variable and the spectrum structure map
is induced by the morphism
and the canonical identification S d+n ∧ S 1 = S d+n+1 . For each (n 1 , n 2 ) in W {d} this spectrum receives a spectrum map from F n1 (S n2 ) ∧ X(n 1 , n 2 ) + induced by the obvious map of spaces
where n 2 = d + n 1 . By the universal property of the coend, these spectrum maps assemble to a map from S W [X {d} ] which gives the isomorphism in the proposition. The inverse is defined in spectrum degree n by factoring the composition 
With the explicit description in Proposition 4.6, this multiplication takes the form
where the first map is given by the monoid structure of M and the canonical identification of S d+m ∧ S e+n with S d+m+e+n . The last equality indicates that the action of O(d + m + e + n) renders further permutations of the coordinates irrelevant. We proceed to establish some convenient criteria which ensure that a W-space is S W -good. Let us write Top O(n) for the category of left O(n)-spaces. It is wellknown that this category admits a coarse model structure in which a map is a weak equivalence or fibration if and only if the underlying map of spaces is (this is also known as the "naive" model structure). We say that a map of O(n)-spaces is an O(n)-cofibration if it is a cofibration in the coarse model structure and an O(n)-space is O(n)-cofibrant if it is cofibrant in this model structure. It is clear that the orbit space/trivial action adjunction Top O(n) ⇄ Top is a Quillen adjunction when
is equipped with the coarse model structure. This implies in particular that a weak equivalence of O(n)-spaces X → Y induces a weak equivalence of the orbit spaces
There also is a fine model structure on Top O(n) in which a map is a weak equivalence (respectively a fibration) if and only if the induced map of G-fixed points is a weak equivalence (respectively a fibration) for all closed subgroups G in O(n) (this is also known as the "genuine" model structure). This model structure has more cofibrations than the coarse model structure and in particular any O(n)-equivariant CW complex is cofibrant. The next lemma is the O(n)-version of the analogous result for finite groups proved [18, Lemma 12.10].
Lemma 4.10. Let f : X 1 → X 2 and g : Y 1 → Y 2 be respectively a cofibration in the coarse and the fine model structure on Top O(n) . Then the pushout-product
is also an O(n)-cofibration.
As a consequence of the lemma we see that if X is O(n)-cofibrant and Y 1 → Y 2 is a cofibration in the fine model structure, then
Now let X be a W-space and consider the action of O(n 1 ) × O(n 2 ) on X(n 1 , n 2 ). We say that X is O-cofibrant in the second variable if forgetting the action of O(n 1 ) makes X(n 1 , n 2 ) cofibrant in the coarse model structure on Top O(n2) for all (n 1 , n 2 ). Proof. By the explicit description of S W in Proposition 4.6, the statement in the lemma is equivalent to the maps
being weak homotopy equivalences for all (n 1 , n 2 ). We know from Lemma 4.10 that X(n 1 , n 2 ) × S n2 and Y (n 1 , n 2 ) × S n2 are O(n 2 )-cofibrant and hence that the map of orbit spaces
is a weak homotopy equivalence. Since the inclusions of X(n 1 , n 2 )/O(n 2 ) and Y (n 1 , n 2 )/O(n 2 ) specified by the base point of S n2 are cofibrations by Lemma 4.10, we conclude that also the induced map of quotient spaces is a weak homotopy equivalence. Proof. Let Y be a cofibrant W-space and Y → X an acyclic fibration (that is, a cofibrant replacement of X). Then Y → X is a level-wise equivalence and so
is a level equivalence by Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12.
Recall that the bar resolution X of a W-space X is not necessarily cofibrant unless X is level-wise cofibrant, cf. Lemma 3.7. The next result is therefore technically convenient.
Proposition 4.14. The bar resolution X of a W-space X is S W -good.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.13 we chose an acyclic fibration Y → X with Y cofibrant. Then Y is cofibrant by Lemma 3.7, so it is enough to show that the map of bar resolutions Y → X induces a level equivalence
. By the explicit description in Proposition 4.6, this is equivalent to showing that
is a weak homotopy equivalence for all (n 1 , n 2 ). Here the domain can be identified with the geometric realization of the simplicial space with p-simplices
where n 0 ,. . . , n p runs over all (p + 1)-tuples of object in W. There is a similar description of the domain with X instead of Y and the map in question is induced by the maps Y (n p ) → X(n p ). Clearly this is a weak homotopy equivalence in each simplicial degree. It is not difficult to check that these are good simplicial spaces in the sense of Segal [ 
defining the multiplication. 
Proof. Let π 0 W be the category with the same objects as W and morphisms the path components of the morphism spaces in W. Then it follows from the definition of M hW as the realization of a simplicial space that π 0 (M hW ) can be identified with the colimit of the π 0 W-diagram defined by the path components π 0 (M (n 1 , n 2 )).
Restricting to the dth component W {d} , we thus get that
where O(n, d + n) = O(n) × O(d + n) and the colimit is over the ordered set of natural numbers n such that d + n ≥ 0. This easily gives the statement in the lemma.
Example 4.18 (Graded W-space units). Let R be a commutative orthogonal ring spectrum and assume for simplicity that R is positive fibrant. We can then define the graded W-space units GL W 1 (R) by mimicking the analogous construction for symmetric spectra in [18, Section 4]: Every path component in the space Ω W (R)(n 1 , n 2 ) represents an element in the graded ring of homotopy groups π * (R), and we define GL W 1 (R)(n 1 , n 2 ) to be the union of the path components that represent graded units. This defines a sub W-space GL W 1 (R) of Ω W (R), and it is clear that GL W 1 (R) inherits the structure of a commutative W-space monoid which is grouplike by Lemma 4.17.
In the next lemma we are given a commutative W-space monoid M and writē 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram of spaces
in which the horizontal map on the bottom left is the inclusion specified by the
The latter is a weak homotopy equivalence since F W (d1,d2) ( * ) hW is contractible (it can be identified with the classifying space of the comma category ((d 1 , d 2 ) ↓ W)). We also know that the vertical map on the left is a weak homotopy equivalence, cf. Lemma 3.11. The long composition in the diagram multiplies an element in M hW by the point [x] ∈ M hW represented by x. This is a weak homotopy equivalence since we assume M hW to be grouplike. It follows that the composition in the upper row is a weak homotopy equivalence and restricting to the relevant components, we get the statement in the lemma.
Proposition 4.20. Let M be a grouplike commutative W-space monoid and assume in addition that M is S W -good. Then every element
in the stable homotopy category.
Proof. Assuming M to be S W -good ensures that M {n} is S W -good for all n. Since S W is strong symmetric monoidal we conclude that
so S W takes the W-equivalence in Lemma 4.19 to a stable equivalence. The first equivalence in the proposition arises from the fact that F d1 (S d2 ) represents the suspension Σ d S as an object in the stable homotopy category:
where the last map is induced by the canonical stable equivalence F d1 (S d1 ) → S, cf. [10, Lemma 8.6].
Graded Grassmannians and periodic cobordism spectra
In this section we show how the usual Stiefel manifolds fit in the setting of Wspaces. Using this, we introduce the oriented and unoriented graded Grassmannians in our context, and we show how the periodic real cobordism spectra MOP and MSOP ev arise from commutative W-space monoids.
The Stiefel
n , and we write V(R m , ⊕ ∞ R n ) for the space of linear isometries from
(This is a slight abuse of notation since ⊕ ∞ R n is not an object of the category V.) We shall define a "Stiefel" W-space V by
Thus, V (n 1 , n 2 ) can be identified with the space V n2 (⊕ ∞ R n1 ) of orthogonal n 2 -frames in ⊕ ∞ R n1 , topologized as the colimit of the finite dimensional Stiefel manifolds V n2 (⊕ k R n1 ). This is the empty set if and only if n 1 = 0 and n 2 > 0, and is otherwise contractible. In order to specify the action on morphisms, we fix a choice of isometries i m : R m → ⊕ ∞ R m for m ≥ 0 by including R m as the first summand. Given a morphism [m,
then takes an element v in the domain to the isometry determined by the commutativity of the diagram
Here the isomorphism on the bottom right is the obvious order preserving permutation of the coordinates. Clearly the projection of V onto the terminal W-space defines a W-equivalence V hW → BW.
Next we define a natural map of (W × W)-spaces
such that a pair v ∈ V (m 1 , m 2 ) and w ∈ V (m 1 , m 2 ) is mapped to the isometry
where we use the same order preserving permutation of the coordinates. By the universal property of the ⊠-product, this in turn gives rise to a map of W-spaces µ : V ⊠ V → V . Checking from the definitions, we get the next result.
Proposition 5.2. The multiplication µ : V ⊠ V → V makes V a grouplike commutative W-space monoid with unit the unique map of W-spaces U W → V .
5.3.
The unoriented periodic cobordism spectrum M OP . We proceed to show that the corresponding commutative orthogonal ring spectrum S W [V ] is a model of the unoriented periodic cobordism spectrum. Using the description from Proposition 4.6, we get that
In this expression, the O(n)-action on the right hand side is induced from the diagonal left O(n)-action on ⊕ ∞ R n . The graded multiplication on S W [V ] is given by the maps
where we use the canonical identification of S d+m ∧ S e+n with S d+m+e+n , and map a pair of orthogonal frames
∞ R m and ⊕ ∞ R n respectively, to the orthogonal frame 
for the unoriented periodic cobordism spectrum.
Graded Grassmannians.
Before getting to the graded Grassmannians we are after, it is illuminating to discuss the passage from W-spaces to graded Vspaces in general. Let ρ : W → V be the functor that projects on the first variable, ρ(n 1 , n 2 ) = n 1 , and
where we identify the morphism space V(m 1 , n 1 ) with O(m 1 ⊕ m, n 1 )/O(m). The functor ρ gives rise to a Quillen adjunction ρ * : Top W ⇄ Top V : ρ * , in which ρ * denotes the left Kan extension and ρ * pulls back a V-space to a W-space via ρ. We shall be interested in a graded refinement of this and write Grad Z Top V for the category of Z-graded V-spaces X = {X {d} : d ∈ Z}, equipped with the symmetric monoidal "graded" ⊠-product
The graded ⊠-product has as its monoidal unit the graded V-space which is U V (the monoidal unit for Top V ) in degree 0 and the initial (that is, empty) V-space in all other degrees. As in the discussion of graded orthogonal spectra (cf. Section 4.5), we have adjoint functors i : Grad Z Top V ⇄ Top V : c, given by t(X) = d∈Z X {d} and
We often write ρ
is defined by passage to orbit spaces
It follows from the definitions that there is a commutative diagram of adjunctions Thus, writing Gr d+n (⊕ ∞ R n ) for the Grassmannian of (d + n)-planes in ⊕ ∞ R n , we have that
s s s s s s s s s Top
with multiplication defined as in (5.1). It will be convenient to use the same notation Gr for the corresponding (ungraded) V-space t(Gr ). The meaning will always be clear from the context.
5.6.
Oriented graded Grassmannian. We again begin by discussing a general quotient construction on W-spaces. Applying this construction to V will then give us the oriented graded Grassmannian we are after. Let SW be the topological subcategory of W with the same objects and morphism spaces
where n 1 = m 1 + m and n 2 = m 2 + m. It is clear that SW is indeed a subcategory and one can check that its classifying space is a model of BSO × Z. We writẽ ρ : SW → V for the projections onto the first variable (that is, the composition of ρ with the inclusion of SW in W), and consider the corresponding adjunctioñ 
where a ∈ O(m), x ∈ X(m, 0), and [m
The reason why the expression for ρ d * (X) depends on d in this fashion is that the functorρ is surjective on morphism spaces except when applied to the endomorphisms of (|d|, 0) in SW for d < 0. The reader may check that applying the expression forρ d * (X) to the free SW-space SW ((d 1 , d 2 ), −) with d = d 2 − d 1 , one gets the free V-space V(d 1 , −). It follows from the definitions that there is a commutative diagram of functors
y y r r r r r r r r r r Top V .
The fact that SW is not a monoidal subcategory of W prevents the functorsρ * andρ Z * from being lax symmetric monoidal. For this reason we often restrict to the full subcategory W ev of W given by the objects (n 1 , n 2 ) such that n 2 − n 1 is even. Thus, W ev is the coproduct of the subcategories W {d} for even d. It is easy to check that the corresponding category SW ev is a symmetric monoidal subcategory of W ev , which implies that the composite functor
is lax symmetric monoidal. We conclude that if M is a (commutative) W-space monoid which is concentrated on W ev , thenρ ev * (X) inherits the structure of a (commutative) V-space monoid. The individual termsρ d * (X) are as described above for d even and the graded multiplicatioñ
is obtained by passage to orbit spaces with the addition that for d + m = 0 (respectively e + n = 0) it also uses the O(m)-action (respectively the O(n)-action) onρ d+e * (X)(m + n). Now we apply the above to the Stiefel W-space V and write V ev for the restriction of V to W ev .
Definition 5.7. The oriented graded GrassmannianGr is the graded V-space defined byGr =ρ Z * (V ), and the oriented evenly graded GrassmannianGr ev is the commutative graded V-space monoidGr ev =ρ ev * (V ev ).
Let us writeGr m (⊕ ∞ R n ) for the Grassmannian of oriented m-planes in ⊕ ∞ R n . This can be identified with the orbit space V m (⊕ ∞ R n )/SO(m), so we have that
As in the oriented case it will be convenient to simplify notation by writingGr also for the corresponding V-space t(Gr ). With this convention we define the oriented Stiefel W-spaceṼ by the pullback diagram
Spelling this out, we see that
is contractible andṼ (n 1 , n 2 ) decomposes in two contractible path components. This easily implies the next result.
Proposition 5.8. The W-space V is positive fibrant andṼ → V is a positive fibration.
We writeṼ ev for the corresponding pullback over ρ * Gr ev . This is a pullback of commutative W-space monoids, soṼ ev is itself a commutative W-space monoid. It follows from the previous proposition thatṼ ev → V ev is a positive fibration and hence thatṼ ev is positive fibrant.
Remark 5.9. We can give a more symmetric description ofṼ by writing
where O(n 1 , n 2 ) = O(n 1 ) × O(n 2 ) andÕ(n 1 , n 2 ) denotes the subgroup given by the pairs (a 1 , a 2 ) such that det a 1 = det a 2 . This shows thatṼ also can be obtained by first restricting V to the subcategory SW and then passing to the left Kan extension along the inclusion of SW in W. From this point of view, a morphism [m, σ 1 , σ 2 ] from (m 1 , m 2 ) to (n 1 , n 2 ) in W gives rise to the map
Now consider the commutative graded orthogonal ring spectrum S W [Ṽ ev ]. According to Proposition 4.6, we have
] is a model of the oriented real cobordism spectrum and we write
Since V ev is grouplike and S W -good, it follows from Proposition 4.20 that there is a stable equivalence
is a model of the 2-periodic real oriented cobordism spectrum, and motivated by this we introduce the notation
The graded Thom spectrum functor
In the following we shall consider the comma category Top V /Gr of V-spaces over the Grassmannian V-space Gr . Since every V-space over Gr inherits a grading from Gr , the latter category is isomorphic to the category Grad Z Top V /Gr of graded Vspace over (the graded version of) Gr . Hence the distinction between graded and ungraded V-spaces becomes immaterial in this context. The functor ρ gives rise to a pair of adjunctions
in which the first adjunction is given by post composition with and pullback along the adjunction unit map p : V → ρ * Gr . These are clearly Quillen adjunctions when we equip the participating comma categories with the induced model structures, cf. [4, Theorem 7.6.4] . Arguing as in the proof of [18, Proposition 13.4], we get the next result.
Proposition 6.1. The composite Quillen adjunction
We now consider graded Thom spectra arising from V-spaces over Gr , which we define using the composite functor
where p * is the right adjoint in the Quillen equivalence from Proposition 6.1. In more detail, p * takes a map of V-spaces f : X → Gr to the pullback p *
and we set
. Let us momentarily restrict to maps of V-spaces f : X → Gr {0} over the degree 0 part of Gr . Then p * f (X)(n) is obtained by pulling back the principal O(n)-bundle V n (⊕ ∞ R n ) → Gr n (⊕ ∞ R n ) to X(n), which implies that there is a pullback diagram of the associated vector bundles
Hence we see from the explicit description in Proposition 4.6 that T (f ) n is homeomorphic to the Thom space of the vector bundle classified by f n . We conclude that applying the functor T to V-spaces over Gr {0} we get a model of the Thom spectrum for the corresponding sequence of vector bundles. The advantage of the current approach is that it extends to the graded setting and provides us with a lax symmetric monoidal graded Thom spectrum functor.
Proposition 6.2. The graded Thom spectrum functor T :
Proof. The functor ρ is symmetric monoidal and the map p is a map of commutative V-space monoids which together imply that the first functor p * in the definition of T is lax symmetric monoidal. The second functor S W is strong symmetric monoidal by Proposition 4.4.
Notice in particular that by definition, applying the graded Thom spectrum functor to the canonical mapGr ev → Gr , we get the evenly graded oriented real cobordism spectrum MSOP ev .
6.3. Lifting of space level data. We also want to construct graded Thom spectra from space level data and for this it will be convenient to use the homotopy colimit Gr hV as a model of the classifying space BO × Z. The point is that since the underlying V-space of Gr is not cofibrant, we cannot apply the colimit functor to Gr directly. For this reason we instead consider the bar resolutionḠr and the pair of Quillen adjunctions
in which the adjunction on the left is induced by the usual colim/constant functor adjunction, using the identification colim VḠ r = Gr hV , and the adjunction on the right is induced by the canonical level equivalenceḠr → Gr . Now we can define the graded Thom spectrum functor on Top/Gr hV as the composition
It will always be clear from the context whether we view T as a functor on Top V /Gr or on Top/Gr hV . In order for the graded Thom spectrum functor on Top/Gr hV to be homotopically well-behaved, we follow Lewis [7, Section IX] by implicitly precomposing with a Hurewicz fibrant replacement functor. This is very similar to the strategy used in [21] and we refer to the latter paper for details. What we want to emphasize here is that this construction of the graded Thom spectrum functor has good multiplicative properties. Thus, let D be an operad augmented over the Barratt-Eccles operad, and write 
Orientations and the graded Thom isomorphism
In this section we shall discuss orientations and the resulting graded Thom isomorphisms. We first do this directly on the level of W-spaces and then derive the corresponding results for spaces over Gr hV .
7.1. Orientations and the graded Thom isomorphism for W-spaces. In the discussion of orientations and the graded Thom isomorphism for W-spaces, it will be useful to introduce a graded version of the usual tensor structure on Sp O (see [10, Section 1] ). By a graded space K = {K {d} : d ∈ Z} we understand a sequence of (unbased) spaces K {d} indexed by d ∈ Z. Given a graded orthogonal spectrum E and a graded space K, we write E △ K for the graded orthogonal spectrum with
For a W-space X we shall view the corresponding colimit X W as a graded space with components X W {d} defined by evaluating the colimits over the subcategories W {d} . With this notation, every W-space X gives rise to a "diagonal" map of graded orthogonal spectra
induced from the identity X {d} → X {d} and the projection X {d} → X W {d} . Now let us fix a commutative W-space monoid W and consider the comma category Top W /W of W-spaces over W . Each object X → W gives rise to a map of graded orthogonal spectra
which in turn admits a canonical extension to a map of graded [10, Proposition 12.5] in order to avoid making cofibrancy conditions on W . It now follows by induction that the lemma holds for all cell complexes constructed from the generating cofibrations which gives the result since every cofibrant W-space is a retract of such a cell complex.
In the above lemma, the cofibrancy condition on X allowed us to avoid making cofibrancy conditions on W . It will be important to have Thom isomorphism theorems for more general W-spaces and this requires us to make further assumptions on W . For the rest of this section we fix a grouplike commutative W-space monoid W which we assume to be cofibrant and positive fibrant. This is not a serious restriction since the positive W-model structure on the commutative W-space monoids provided by Theorem 3.12 ensures that every grouplike commutative Wspace monoid is W-equivalent to one that is cofibrant and positive fibrant. 
where X ′ is a W-space and the first map is a W-equivalence as indicated.
A map of W -oriented W-spaces is defined in the obvious way as a pair of compatible maps relating the orientations. We say that X is W -orientable if it has a W -orientation. This notion is designed so as to be homotopy invariant: The positive fibrancy condition on W ensures that if X is W -orientable, then there exists a W -orientation in which X ′ → X is a positive acyclic fibration. Since positive acyclic fibrations are preserved under pullback, this in turn implies that if Y → X is a map of W-spaces and X is W -orientable, then also Y is W -orientable. Furthermore, if X is W -orientable and Y → X is a W-equivalence, then clearly Y is also W -orientable.
Let X be a W-space equipped with a W -orientation as above and let as usual X ′ denote the bar resolution on X ′ . The given maps X ′ → X ′ → W then defines an object in Top W /W and we may form the composition
where the first map is the natural transformation (7.2) applied to X ′ and the second map is induced by the map of homotopy colimits X ′ hW → X hW . Here we identify the colimit X ′ W with the homotopy colimit X ′ hW . Using the given maps X ′ → X → X, we thus get a chain of maps of graded S W [W {0} ]-modules
that are natural with respect to maps of W -oriented W-spaces.
Lemma 7.4. If the W -oriented W-space X is S W -good, then the natural maps in (7.3) are stable equivalences.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that X ′ is cofibrant. Then X ′ is also cofibrant, so that the last map in (7.3) is a stable equivalence by Lemma 7.2. The first map is a stable equivalence since X and the bar resolutions X and X ′ are S W -good.
In the following we shall fix a map of commutative orthogonal ring spectra
]-algebra in the sense of [10, Section 15] . The cofibrancy condition on R is enough to ensure that extension of scalars
]-modules to R-modules preserves stable equivalences. We define a periodic version of R by writing RP for the commutative graded orthogonal ring spectrum
Thus, RP depends on W even though this is implicit in the notation. The terminology is justified by the fact that the stable equivalence in Proposition 4.20 gives rise to a stable equivalence RP ≃ n∈dZ Σ n R, where d denotes the periodicity of W (that is, d is a generator for the image of π 0 (W hW ) in π 0 (BW) ∼ = Z). Applying the extension of scalars functor to the chain of stable equivalences in Lemma 7.4, we get the graded "Thom isomorphism" in the following theorem.
]-algebra and let X be an S W -good W-space equipped with a W -orientation. Then there is a chain of natural stable equivalences R ∧ S W [X] ≃ RP △ X hW of graded R-modules.
7.6. Multiplicative orientations. Let D be an operad of topological spaces in the sense of [11] , and let D be the corresponding monad on Top W defined by for the category of D-algebras. It follows from the universal property of the ⊠-product that a D-algebra structure on a W-space X amounts to a sequence of natural transformations
k → Top, subjects to the usual associativity, unitality, and equivariance conditions, cf. [11, Lemma 1.4] . The canonical projection of D onto the terminal "commutativity" operad allows us to view any commutative W-space monoid as a D-algebra. Definition 7.7. Let W be a grouplike commutative W-space monoid that we assume to be cofibrant and positive fibrant. Then a D-multiplicative W -orientation of a D-algebra X in Top W is a specified lift of a W -orientation
In connection with W-spaces it is convenient to consider operads augmented over the Barratt-Eccles operad E, that is, equipped with a map of operas D → E. The reason for this comes from the following lemma which is proved by an argument similar to that used in the proof of the analogous result for I-spaces [21, Lemma 6.7] . Since the colimit functor on Top W is strong symmetric monoidal and we have the identification X W = X hW , it follows from the lemma that the homotopy colimit functor induces a functor Top
We wish to have a multiplicative version of the graded Thom isomorphism in Theorem 7.5. An operad D as above induces a monad D on the category Grad Z Sp O in the usual way,
and we define a graded D-algebra to be an algebra for this monad. Given a commutative orthogonal ring spectrum R, we shall use the term a graded D-algebra under R to mean a graded orthogonal spectrum A equipped with the structure of a graded D-algebra and a map of graded D-algebras R → A, where we view R as a graded D-algebra concentrated in degree zero. If the operad D in Definition 7.7 is an E ∞ -operad, then we say that X has an E ∞ W -orientation. In case the E ∞ operad D is not itself augmented over the Barratt-Eccles operad E, we may replace it by the product operad D × E, which is then an E ∞ operad augmented over E. Corollary 7.10. Suppose that the operad D in Theorem 7.9 is an E ∞ operad (such that X has an E ∞ orientation). Then R ∧ S W [X] ≃ RP △ X hW as graded E ∞ R-algebras.
The above corollary applies in particular when M = X is a cofibrant commutative W-space monoid equipped with a map of commutative W-space monoids M → W , in which case we may set D = E. In general, the corollary shows that the graded Thom isomorphism is compatible with the Dyer-Lashoff operations arising from the E ∞ structures.
For the algebraic version of the graded Thom isomorphism, it will be convenient to introduce some notation: Given a commutative orthogonal ring spectrum R and a W-space X, we write
where R * (−) is the unreduced homology theory defined by R and Σ n R * (X hW {n} ) denotes the Z-graded π * (R)-module with kth term R k−n (X hW {n} ).
Corollary 7.11. With R and X as in Corollary 7.10, there is an isomorphism of graded π * (R)-algebras
7.12. Orientability with respect to the Stiefel W-spaces V andṼ ev . Now we specialize to orientations with respect to the Stiefel W-spaces V andṼ ev which are of course closely related to orientations with respect to the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra HZ/2 and HZ. In the case of V , we can realize the 0th Postnikov section S W [V {0} ] → HZ/2 as a map of commutative orthogonal ring spectra (see e.g. [22] 
where we view X as a Z-graded space with nth term X {n} = f −1 (Gr hWn ). It follows from Theorems 6.5 and 7.9 that this is multiplicative in the natural sense: If f is a map of D-algebras for an operad augmented over the Barratt-Eccles operad, then the stable equivalences in question are maps of D-algebras. On the level of stable homotopy groups we get an isomorphism
This applies in particular for R = HZ provided that f is homotopic to a map that factors throughGr hV .
The graded Thom isomorphism for commutative J -space monoids
In this section we explain how the multiplicative Thom isomorphism for Wspaces studied in Section 7.6 gives rise to a Thom isomorphism for the graded suspension spectra of commutative J -space monoids. Moreover, we outline why this has interesting consequences for our joint work with John Rognes on logarithmic topological Hochschild homology [16] .
Let J be the category that is defined analogous to W, but with symmetric groups replacing orthogonal groups. The homotopy theory of J -spaces and commutative J -space monoid is extensively studied in [18, Section 4] . The category of J -spaces is related to the category of symmetric spectra Sp Σ by an adjunction S J : Top J ⇄ Sp Σ : Ω J that is analogous to the adjunction (S W , Ω W ) from Proposition 4.4, see [18, Proposition 4.23] .
To relate J -and W-spaces, we note that the strong symmetric monoidal functor Σ → O sending a permutation to the associated isometry induces a functor Ψ : J → W. We will use the notation (Ψ * , Ψ * ) for both the resulting adjunction relating J -and W-spaces and the resulting adjunction relating symmetric and orthogonal spectra. These functors fit into a diagram of adjunctions Returning to the setup of Section 7.6, we let W be a grouplike commutative W-space monoid that is cofibrant and fibrant in the positive model structure on Top W [C]. Then Ψ * (W ) is a commutative J -space monoid, and implementing Definition 7.7 in the category Top J [E] of E ∞ J -space monoids over the Barratt-Eccles operad provides a notion of a E ∞ Ψ * (W )-orientation of a commutative J -space monoid.
In order to obtain a graded Thom isomorphism for such objects, we again fix a cofibrant S W [W {0} ]-algebra R, let R cof → Ψ * (R) be a cofibrant replacement of the underlying commutative symmetric ring spectrum, and denote the underlying commutative symmetric ring spectrum Ψ * (RP ) of RP also simply by RP .
is an S J -good E ∞ Ψ * (W )-oriented commutative J -space monoid, then there is a natural chain of stable equivalences
of E ∞ symmetric spectra over the Barratt-Eccles operad.
Proof. We may without loss of generality assume that X ′ → X is a cofibrant replacement in the absolute projective model structure on Topological K-theory spectra like ko or ku can be extended to pre-log ring spectra whose underlying commutative J -space monoid is J -equivalent to C n 1 , n 2 gp ≥0 , the non-negative part of C n 1 , n 2 gp , where n 2 − n 1 is the degree of the respective Bott element. When trying to compute the log THH of a pre-log ring spectrum (A, M ), it is useful to know the homology of the commutative symmetric ring spectra S J [M ]. When M = C n 1 , n 2 gp ≥0 , the previous proposition identifies the homology of S J [M ] with the the homology of the space (C n 1 , n 2 gp ≥0 ) hJ . This space turns out to be homotopy equivalent to Q ≥0 S 0 , the non-negative components of QS 0 = Ω ∞ Σ ∞ S 0 , and its homology (with F p -coefficients) is well understood.
